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42 research is those individuals who simply choose not to file a return, a group
2

43 sometimes referred to as ‘ghosts’ by academics and policy-makers. Based on
44 available evidence from the U.S. (Crane and Nourzad, 1993) and Jamaica (Alm et
45 al., 1991), it appears that nonfiling poses a significant problem. However, very
46 little is known about this form of evasion. In this paper we employ a unique data
47 source to learn about the characteristics of ghosts, examine the factors driving their
48 decision not to file a tax return, and measure their unpaid tax liability. We begin in
49 Section 2 by developing an extended model of taxpayer reporting behavior that
50 includes nonfiling as a strategic option. We then examine the empirical significance
51 and policy relevance of our extension using detailed line-item tax and audit
52 information for both filers and nonfilers of U.S. federal income tax returns. We lay
53 out our econometric framework in Section 3, summarize our data in Section 4, and
54 present the results of our analysis in Section 5. In Section 6, we employ our
55 estimates to compare the profiles of the filer and ghost populations. Section 7
56 contains a discussion of the net tax liabilities of ghosts, and a brief conclusion is
57 offered in Section 8.

58 2. Theoretical framework

59 In this section, a simple theoretical framework is presented for understanding
60 the decision whether to file an income tax return. We begin by considering a
61 standard model of taxpayer reporting behavior. We then extend the model to
62 account for nonfiling as a strategic option. In the traditional economic model of
63 evasion, a taxpayer approaches his reporting decision as he would a gamble,
64 balancing the risk of audit and penalty against the benefits of a reduced tax
65 payment. Formally, he chooses an amount of income to report X to maximize the
66 following expression:

67 (1 2 p)U Y 2 tX 1 pU Y 2 tX 2 (1 1u ) t(Y 2 X) , (1)f g f g

68 where U [ ? ] is his utility function, Y is his true income, p is the probability of
69 audit, t is the proportional tax rate, and u is the proportional penalty rate on

3
70 undeclared taxes. The optimal report depends on the taxpayer’s preferences for
71 risk as well as the values of the tax and enforcement parameters.
72 Although many elaborations of this model have been developed over the years,

38
235 The term ‘ghosts’ is borrowed from Cowell (1990), who notes that it is commonly used by Inland

36 Revenue in the U.K. to refer to individuals for whom no official record exists. Refer to Cowell and
37 Gordon (1995) for a theoretical analysis of the role of ghosts in sales tax evasion.

339 This model is the classic specification given by Allingham and Sandmo (1972), amended as in
40 Yitzhaki (1974) to allow the penalty rate to depend on unreported taxes rather than unreported income.
41 No penalty or reward is applied if reported income exceeds true income.
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82 virtually all of them have followed the traditional specification in presupposing
83 that an individual will choose to make a tax report. In fact, though, a nontrivial
84 number of individuals elect each year to take the ultimate tax shortcut of not filing
85 a return at all. To account for such ‘ghosts’, it is necessary to extend the above
86 model to describe the incentives associated with not filing. In our extension, we
87 focus on three fundamental choices facing a potential taxpayer. First, there is the
88 decision whether to file a return at all. Second, if the individual should choose to
89 file, he must decide (as in the standard model) how much income to report. Third,
90 regardless of his filing decision, he must choose how much tax (if any) to prepay
91 through withholding and estimated tax payments. This expanded set of compliance
92 decisions raises some additional considerations for the individual to take into
93 account when formulating his compliance strategy. In particular, his choices are
94 likely to be shaped by the burden associated with preparing and filing a return, the
95 risk of being identified as a nonfiler, and the penalties for not filing a return and for
96 prepaying too little in taxes. As in the traditional model of evasion, we postulate
97 that the individual approaches his compliance decisions by examining the expected
98 utility associated with different alternatives. If the individual were to file a return,
99 his utility would be determined by the following expression:

] ]
100 (1 2 p)U Y 2 tX 2 g(W 2 W ) 2 c 1 pU Y 2 tX 2 (1 1u ) t(Y 2 X) 2 g(W 2f g f
101 W ) 2 c . (2)g

102 Although this expression is similar to Eq. (1), observe that the individual’s net
103 wealth has been reduced by a dollar measure of the burden of preparing and filing

4
104 a return c. In addition, the individual now chooses the amount of tax to prepay W
105 as well as the amount of income to report on his return X. In the U.S., individuals
106 are required to pay most of their tax liability over the course of the year, prior to
107 filing their tax return. Employers normally withhold a portion of their salaried
108 employees’ paychecks for this purpose, submitting the amount withheld to the
109 Internal Revenue Service (IRS). An employee can elect to have either more or less
110 tax withheld than the standard amount to better address his personal tax situation.
111 Self-employed individuals are required to make periodic tax installment payments
112 based on their estimated tax liability for the year. Penalties are in place for those

5
113 who fail to prepay a sufficient share of their taxes. We capture the essence of the
114 U.S. prepayment rules in Eq. (2) by assuming that if total prepayments W are

78
474 See Blumenthal and Slemrod (1992) for evidence on the magnitude of the U.S. income tax

75 compliance burden. Note that this model could be extended to allow c to be a function of the amount of
76 effort that goes into legal and illegal tax avoidance schemes. See, for example, Cross and Shaw (1982)
77 and Slemrod (1995).

579 Normally, an individual must prepay the lesser of his tax obligation for the prior year or 90 percent
80 of his current year’s tax liability. The underpayment penalty is one-half of 1 percent of the shortfall per
81 month, up to a maximum of 25 percent.
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]
121 below the minimum prepayment threshold (W ), a penalty at the rate g is applied
122 to the shortfall.
123 In practice, of course, the individual may choose not to file a tax return. If he
124 were to elect this option, his utility would instead be determined by the following
125 expression:

126 (1 2 q)U Y 2 W 1 qU Y 2 W 2 (1 1 f )(tY 2 W ) 2 c , (3)f g f g

127 where q represents the probability the individual will be apprehended and f is the
128 nonfiler penalty rate that applies to the outstanding tax balance. In the U.S., the
129 penalty for not filing is equal to five percent of the unpaid tax liability for each
130 month the return is late, up to a maximum of 25 percent. In addition, the
131 above-mentioned penalty for underpayment of estimated taxes may also be applied
132 in some circumstances. If apprehended, a nonfiler would be required to submit a
133 tax return. Eq. (3) therefore accounts both for the burden c associated with
134 completing the return and any penalties for nonpayment of taxes.
135 We assume that the individual’s actions proceed in the following sequence. At
136 the beginning of the period, he makes a tax prepayment of W (which might be
137 zero). For simplicity, we assume that the values of all parameters, including true
138 income Y, are known to him at this point. At the end of the period, the individual
139 either files a return or becomes a ghost. The individual is forward-looking and
140 recognizes that the optimal choice of W depends on what behavior he will choose
141 at the end of the period. He therefore compares the maximum expected utility he
142 can achieve under the filing and nonfiling options, choosing the optimal value of W
143 based on the more attractive option.
144 If the individual were to file a return at the end of the period, it would be
145 optimal for him to make the minimum tax prepayment W* that avoids a penalty;

] 6
146 i.e., to choose W* 5W in Eq. (2). Under this scenario, he would also want to
147 report an income of X* on his return, determined as the implicit solution to the

7
148 following first-order condition:

149 (1 2 p)tU 9 Y 2 tX* 2 c 5 putU 9 Y 2 tX* 2 (1 1u )t(Y 2 X*) 2 c . (4)f g f g

150 The left-hand side of Eq. (4) represents the utility gain from successfully evading
151 taxes by an additional dollar, weighted by the probability of not being audited.
152 Analogously, the right-hand side represents the utility loss from having been
153 caught evading taxes by an additional dollar, weighted by the probability of audit.
154 At the optimal level of evasion, the marginal expected benefit of understating
155 income just equals the marginal expected cost.
156 If the individual instead were to become a ghost, it would be optimal for him to

119
6116 In our model, we ignore any borrowing motive for making insufficient tax prepayments. We

117 observe, though, that given the current penalty rate in the U.S., such a motive might drive some
]

118 individuals to prepay less than W.
7120 We are assuming here that p , 1/(1 1u ); otherwise, the optimal report would equal Y.
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8
169 select the prepayment W** that maximizes Eq. (3). Specifically, he would want to

9
170 choose W** as the implicit solution to the following first-order condition:

171 (1 2 q)tU 9 Y 2 W** 5 qftU 9 Y 2 W** 2 (1 1 f )(tY 2 W**) 2 c . (5)f g f g

172 Similar to Eq. (4), this condition equates the marginal expected benefit from
173 underpaying tax with the marginal expected cost.
174 If the value of Eq. (2), evaluated at X* and W*, exceeds that of Eq. (3),
175 evaluated at W**, the individual will recognize that he can achieve a higher
176 expected utility by filing. He will therefore elect to make a tax prepayment of

]
177 W* 5W at the beginning of the period. At the end of the period, he will file a
178 return and report an income of X*. On the other hand, if the above condition is not
179 satisfied, the individual will prefer to become a ghost. In this case, he will make a
180 tax prepayment of W** at the beginning of the period and file no return at the end
181 of the period.
182 Observe that in the absence of a filing burden c, the first-order conditions
183 described by Eqs. (4) and (5) are isomorphic. Thus if c 5 0, p 5 q, and u 5 f, the

**184 optimal choice of tax prepayments W under the nonfiling option will be
185 precisely equal to t times the optimal choice of reported income X* under the
186 filing option, and the individual will be indifferent between filing and not filing. It
187 follows that an individual will be relatively more likely to become a ghost the
188 greater the filing burden c, the lower the perceived chances for successful
189 underreporting (1 2 p), the higher the penalty rate for underreporting u, and the
190 lower the probability q and rate of penalty f associated with not filing.
191 An issue not generally taken into account in studies of tax evasion is the

10
192 dynamic nature of an individual’s compliance decisions. In practice, though, one
193 would expect to observe a high degree of persistence in filing behavior. Consider,
194 for example, an individual who failed to file in the previous tax year. If he were to
195 file a return for the current year, he may perceive that this would increase the risk
196 that his past filing violation would be uncovered. For similar reasons, a taxpayer
197 who did file a return for previous year may fear that the tax authority would

11
198 become suspicious if he elected not to file in the current year. In our econometric

164
8158 In practice, a high value of W may provide a signal to the tax agency that the individual possesses

159 sufficient income to have a tax filing requirement. A more general model would account for this
160 possibility by allowing the probability of detection q to vary with W. Analogously, a low report X from
161 a filer may serve as a signal to the tax agency of likely tax noncompliance, in which case p might tend
162 to vary with X. However, the main factors influencing the choice between filing and not filing are
163 adequately represented by the simpler fixed audit probability specification presented in this paper.

9165 We are assuming here that q , 1/(1 1 f ); otherwise, the optimal prepayment would equal tY.
10166 Two exceptions are Engel and Hines (1999) and Erard (1992).
11167 In fact, in the U.S. the IRS has what it calls a ‘stop-filer’ program designed to identify and

168 investigate prior year taxpayers who have not filed a return for the current year.
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207 analysis, we explicitly account for the recent filing history of the individuals in our
208 sample to address possible persistence in behavior.

209 3. Econometric framework

210 In this section we develop an econometric framework for analyzing the decision
211 whether to comply with one’s income tax filing requirement. We restrict our
212 attention to individuals who were legally obliged to file a 1988 U.S. federal
213 individual income tax return. One was required to file a return in this year if
214 household gross income (excluding nontaxable sources of income) exceeded a
215 threshold, which varied according to one’s age and marital status. For example, a
216 single individual under 65 years of age was required to file a return if his gross
217 income exceeded $4950. In contrast, the threshold for a married couple with both

12
218 spouses over 65 years of age was $10 100.
219 The members of our sample are divided into two categories, filers and ghosts,
220 according to whether they have complied with their 1988 filing requirements. As
221 discussed in Section 4 our data includes detailed line-item tax and occupation
222 information for individuals from each category. The data on filers comes from a
223 stratified random sample of the overall filer population. The data on ghosts comes
224 from a stratified random sample of the ‘locatable’ nonfiler population. The latter
225 population includes all ghosts who could be located through an intensive search by
226 IRS agents. Sample weights are available that make the filers and ghosts in our
227 sample broadly representative of the overall filer and locatable nonfiler popula-
228 tions, respectively. The locatable nonfiler population is of considerable policy
229 interest, because it represents the portion of the overall ghost population that the
230 IRS would be able to uncover through an intensive search and audit process.
231 However, it is also desirable to learn about the number of unlocatable nonfilers,
232 the amount of taxes that these individuals owe, and the motivations behind their
233 decision not to file an income tax return. The econometric specification presented
234 below makes it possible to draw inferences about all ghosts, whether locatable or
235 not.

236 3.1. Model specification

237 According to the theoretical framework presented in Section 2, an individual is
238 more likely to file a return when the likelihood of apprehension for not filing is

206
12200 An individual also was required to file a return if he owed certain special taxes (e.g., social security

201 tax for tips not reported to an employer); he had received advance Earned Income Credit payments
202 from an employer; he had net earnings from self-employment of at least $400; or if he had wages of
203 $100 or more from a church or qualified church-controlled organization that was exempt from
204 employer social security taxes. In addition, special rules applied for individuals who were claimed as a
205 dependent on another tax return.
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243 high. One of the factors that will determine the likelihood of apprehension is the
244 ease with which the tax agency can locate the individual. In our data sample, an
245 intensive search by the IRS agents failed to locate a number of potential nonfilers.
246 We therefore model the probability that an individual can be located jointly with
247 the individual’s filing decision. We begin by considering a specification in which
248 the probability of being located only indirectly affects the filing decision. We then
249 extend our specification to allow for a true simultaneous equations relationship.
250 Allow F* to represent an index of the likelihood that an individual will file a
251 return, and let L* represent an index of the likelihood that the individual can be
252 located. We specify the following model for these variables.

9253 F* 5 b X 1 e (6)F F F

9254 L* 5 b X 1 e , (7)L L L

255 where X and X are vectors of exogenous regressors and e and e are randomF L F L

256 disturbances. To complete the above model, it is necessary to specify the joint
257 distribution of the error terms, or equivalently the joint distribution of the outcome
258 variables. We define the binary outcomes of the filing decision as follows:

1 if the individual files a return;
259 F 5H

0 otherwise.

260 Similarly, we define the marginal outcomes of the nonfiler search process as:

1 if the nonfiler is located;
261 F 5H

0 otherwise.
13

262 We specify a joint logistic distribution for F and L. Let P (F 5 f, L 5 l) denoteFL

263 the joint probability that F 5 f and L 5 l (where f, l , h0, 1j). The joint probability
264 distribution is summarized by the following equations:

9 9265 P (F 5 1, L 5 1) 5 exp b X 1 b X 1 K /D (8)s dFL F F L L

9266 P (F 5 1, L 5 0) 5 exp b X /D (9)s dFL F F

9267 P (F 5 0, L 5 1) 5 exp b X /D (10)s dFL L L

268 P (F 5 0, L 5 0) 5 1/D, (11)FL

269 where

9 9 9 9270 D 5 1 1 exp b X 1 exp b X 1 exp b X 1 b X 1 K .s d s d s dL L F F F F L L

271 The term K represents a measure of the strength of the correlation between the
272 likelihood of filing and the probability of being located.
242

13240 See Nerlove and Press (1983), Mantel and Brown (1973), and Morimune (1979) for prior
241 applications based on this distribution.
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276 To understand the relationship between the above specification and an ordinary
277 univariate logit framework, consider the implied conditional probability that F
278 equals one given that L equals zero (P (F 5 1uL 5 0)):F uL

9exp b Xs dF F
]]]]]279 P (F 5 1uL 5 0) 5 .F uL 91 1 exp(b X )F F

280 This is clearly a univariate logit specification of the filing decision for those
281 individuals who could not be located if they elected not to file. Similarly,

9exp b X 1 Ks dF F
]]]]]]282 P (F 5 1uL 5 1) 5F uL 91 1 exp b X 1 K ,s dF F

283 which is a univariate logit specification of the filing decision for those individuals
284 who could be located if they did not file. When K 5 0, we see that the above two
285 conditional probabilities are the same, implying that F and L are independent
286 events. When K . 0, an individual who can be located is more likely to file than
287 one who cannot be located, while the converse is true when K , 0.

288 3.2. Allowing for simultaneity

289 In the above specification, the parameter K provides an indirect link between the
290 filing decision and the probability of being located. However, it is plausible that an
291 increase in the probability of being located would have a direct impact on one’s
292 filing choice. The following extended specification allows for this possibility:

9293 F* 5 b X 1 aL* 1 e (12)F F F

9294 L* 5 b X 1 e . (13)L L L

295 Observe that the propensity to be located now enters directly as a regressor for the
296 filing decision. Since our extended model constitutes a simultaneous equations
297 specification, it is necessary to consider model identification. The parameters of
298 the filing equation will be identified if at least one of the regressors in X isL

14
299 excluded from the regressors in X . We discuss our choice of exclusionF

300 restrictions below in Section 5.
301 To account for simultaneity within our logistic specification for F and L, we
302 employ a limited information approach. In particular, we substitute for L* in Eq.
303 (12) to obtain:

9 9304 F* 5 b X 1 ab X 1 u , (14)F F L L F

305 where u 5 (e 1 ae ). From Eq. (14), it is apparent that we can account for theF F L

275
14274 Note that Eq. (13) is identified even in the absence of any exclusion restrictions.
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9310 direct effect of L* on the filing decision by including the term ab X in ourL L

311 logistic specification of the joint probabilities. Our amended probability formulae
312 are as follows:

9 9313 P (F 5 1, L 5 1) 5 exp b X 1 (1 1 a) b X 1 K /D (15)s dFL F F L L

9 9314 P (F 5 1, L 5 0) 5 exp b X 1 ab X /D (16)s dFL F F L L

9315 P (F 5 0, L 5 1) 5 exp b X /D (17)s dFL L L

316 P (F 5 0, L 5 0) 5 1/D, (18)FL

317 where D is now defined as:

9 9 9318 D 5 1 1 exp b X 1 exp b X 1 ab Xs d s dL L F F L L

9 9319 1 exp b X 1 (1 1 a)b X 1 K .s dF F L L

320 3.3. Conditional likelihood function

321 Our data contain detailed information pertaining to the filing decision for two
322 groups of individuals: filers and located nonfilers. This information is not
323 available, however, for the remaining group (unlocated nonfilers). Given the
324 truncated nature of our sample, it is necessary to condition our analysis of the
325 filing decision on the first two groups.
326 The conditional likelihood function involves separate expressions for filers and
327 located nonfilers. For a member of the former group, our conditional likelihood
328 expression (L ) represents the probability that F 5 1 given that either F 5 1 or1

15
329 (F 5 0 and L 5 1). In particular,

9 9 9 9exp b X 1 ab X 1 exp b X 1 (1 1 a) b X 1 Ks d s dF F L L F F L L
]]]]]]]]]]]]]]]]]]]330 L 51 9 9 9 9 9exp(b X ) 1 exp b X 1 ab X 1 exp b X 1 (1 1 a) b X 1 K .s d s dL L F F L L F F L L

331 (19)

332 The conditional likelihood expression for a located nonfiler (L ) represents the2

333 probability that (F 5 0 and L 5 1) given that either F 5 1 or (F 5 0 and L 5 1). In
334 particular,

9exp(b X )L L
]]]]]]]]]]]]]]]]]]]335 L 5 .2 9 9 9 9 9exp(b X ) 1 exp b X 1 ab X 1 exp b X 1 (1 1 a)b X 1 Ks d s dL L F F L L F F L L

336 (20)
309

15307 Observe that this expression concerns the marginal probability that F 5 1, because we cannot
308 deduce from the data whether a filer would have been located had he not filed.
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341 3.4. Two-stage estimation strategy

342 Since the conditional likelihood function excludes all unlocated nonfilers from
343 the analysis, it can be expected to generate poor estimates of the likelihood that a
344 given nonfiler can be located. This is a common problem in truncated regression
345 specifications. To get around this difficulty, we take advantage of the fact that
346 although details pertaining to the filing decision (X ) are not available forF

347 unlocated nonfilers, we do have details pertaining to the chances of being located
348 (X ) for this group. From Eqs. (17) and (18), the conditional probability that anL

349 individual will be located given that he does not file is of the logistic form:

9exp b Xs dL L
]]]]350 P (L 5 1uF 5 0) 5 . (21)L uF 91 1 exp b Xs dL L

351 This observation leads us to estimate the parameters of our model in two stages.
352 First, we estimate b by performing a univariate logit analysis of Eq. (21) usingL

353 our sample of located and unlocated individuals who did not file. We then
354 substitute the estimated value of b into the conditional likelihood function definedL

355 by Eqs. (19) and (20) and estimate the remaining parameters (b , K, and a). TheF

356 standard errors for the second stage parameter estimates are adjusted to account for
357 first-stage sampling error using the procedure described in Murphy and Topel
358 (1985).

359 3.5. Choice-based sampling

360 A minor complication for our analysis is that different sampling rates were used
361 to select the filers and nonfilers in our study, resulting in a choice-based sample.
362 Manski and Lerman (1977) have shown that weighting the likelihood function by
363 the inverse of the sampling rates will generate consistent estimates for choice-
364 based samples. We therefore apply this weighting strategy in both of the stages of

16
365 our analysis.

366 4. Description of data

367 The data used for filers of 1988 federal income tax returns is based on a 25
368 percent random subsample of the IRS TCMP Phase III Survey. This survey
369 contains the results of intensive line-by-line audits of a stratified random sample of
370 approximately 54 000 individual income tax returns for tax year 1988. For most
371 line items both the amount that was reported by the taxpayer and the amount that

340
16338 We adjust the standard errors of our parameter estimates to account for the weighted estimation

339 procedure using the formula presented in Manski and Lerman (1977).
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386 the examiner determined should have been reported are available. In addition,
387 information is recorded about the prior filing history of the taxpayer, and a code is

17
388 available for the taxpayer’s occupational category. A set of sample weights is

18
389 included to make the data representative of the national return population.
390 Selection into the 25 percent subsample was restricted to taxpayers who were

19
391 required to file a 1988 return.
392 The data on potential nonfilers is from the collection-based segment of the IRS
393 TCMP Phase IX Nonfiler Survey for tax year 1988. This survey includes
394 information for a stratified random sample of approximately 23 000 cases from a
395 population of 83 million individuals for whom there was no record of a 1988
396 individual income tax return. These individuals were identified through a social
397 security number match of IRS tax records with the Social Security Administration
398 Date of Birth /Date of Death Master File, which lists all individuals with valid

20
399 social security numbers. The potential nonfilers identified through this match
400 include actual ghosts, late filers, and individuals who were not required to file a

21
401 return. An intensive effort was made by IRS agents to locate each of the
402 individuals in the sample. Information that was known about each individual prior
403 to the search is available, including the individual’s age, whether a return had been
404 filed for the previous tax year, and whether third-party information return
405 documents were available for the 1988 tax year.
406 A total of 18 689 of the 23 286 potential nonfilers in the sample were
407 successfully located through the search process. The sample weights for these
408 18 689 individuals sum to approximately 57 percent of the potential nonfiler

22
409 population. Revenue officers had access to information documents and past filing
410 records. Armed with this information they conducted interviews or field visits to
411 determine whether a successfully located individual’s income was above the filing
412 threshold. Tax returns were secured from 3549 individuals who were deemed to
413 have been in violation of their tax filing requirements.
414 A separate segment of the nonfiler survey, the examination-based segment, is
415 used to construct variables for analyzing the filing decision. A random subsample
416 of 2195 of the 3549 secured delinquent returns from the collection-based segment

374
17373 This code is recorded by the IRS examiner based on his assessment of the taxpayer’s occupation.
18375 These weights do not account for returns that were filed late or for the returns of nonresident

376 taxpayers.
19377 According to our tabulations approximately 9.7 percent of the returns in the TCMP survey,

378 representing 10.1 million households, were not legally required to file a return. In the majority of cases
379 these individuals voluntarily filed a return to claim a refund or an Earned Income Credit.

20380 Nonresidents and individuals without valid social security numbers were excluded from the
381 analysis.

21382 Recall that ghosts (i.e., nonfilers) are defined as individuals who fail to file a return in violation of
383 federal filing requirements.

22384 Unlocated individuals in the sample tended to have much larger sample weights as a consequence
385 of the way the sample was stratified.
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430 were subjected to intensive line-by-line audits. The information recorded in the
431 examination-based segment of the survey is comparable to that recorded in the
432 TCMP Phase III Survey of filers discussed previously. We have adjusted the
433 sample weights for the secured delinquent returns in this file so that they are

23
434 broadly representative of all located nonfilers from the collection-based segment.
435 An additional adjustment to the sample weights was made to convert the
436 individual-specific sample weights into return-specific weights. This adjustment
437 was necessary to make the data on nonfilers comparable to the data on filers,

24
438 which are recorded on a return-specific basis.

439 5. Estimation results

440 In this section we present the results of our analysis of taxpayer filing behavior.
441 We first present results for the probability that a nonfiler can be located, followed
442 by results for the decision whether to file a return.

443 5.1. Locating potential nonfilers

444 The first stage of the two-stage analysis involves univariate logit estimation of
445 odds of being located based on a large sample of individuals who did not file a
446 1988 tax return. We restrict the regressors for this portion of the model to
447 information available to the IRS prior to conducting its search for these
448 individuals. In addition to a constant term, the following variables are used as
449 regressors (X ) in this stage of the analysis:L

451 1. Prior Yr. Filer: Dummy variable equal to one if the individual filed a 1987
452 income tax return; zero otherwise.
453 2. IRP Income: Dummy variable equal to one if there is an information returns
454 program (IRP) record of any 1988 income; zero otherwise.
455 3. Prior Yr. Filer*IRP Income: Interaction of the above two dummy variables.

425
23418 The collection-based segment identifies a total of 4563 individuals who failed to comply with their

419 filing requirement, including the 3549 from whom returns were secured. The collection-based segment
420 divides returns into 23 sampling strata based on factors such as the presence or absence of information
421 returns, the amount of income shown on those returns, the individual’s filing history, and age. Within
422 each stratum, all individuals have the same sample weight. For each of the 23 sampling strata employed
423 for sample selection, we adjusted the sample weights for the returns in the examination-based segment
424 upwards so that the sum equaled the stratum total for the nonfilers in the collection-based segment.

24426 To make the adjustment, we divided the sample weights for the secured delinquent returns of
427 married joint nonfilers by a factor of two. All else equal, a delinquent married couple’s return has
428 approximately twice the chance of being included in our sample as a delinquent single individual’s
429 return.
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457 Table 1
458 Mean values of first stage regressors
459
460 Variable Weighted sample mean
461
462 Prior yr. filer 0.0762
463 IRP income 0.4835
464 Prior yr. filer*IRP income 0.0645
465 Spouse 0.0980
466 Age 65 0.3107
467

486 4. Age 65: Dummy variable equal to one if the individual’s age is sixty-five or
487 greater; zero otherwise.
488 5. Spouse: Dummy variable equal to one if available records indicate a spouse;
489 zero otherwise.

490 Variables pertaining to the presence of prior year tax returns and third-party
491 information reports are included, because these documents may contain relevant
492 information about the individual’s address, his place of work, or where he holds
493 financial accounts. The age 65 and spousal dummies are included, because it is
494 plausible that elderly individuals and married individuals are less mobile and
495 therefore easier to locate than young and single individuals. The weighted mean
496 values of the regressors in our sample are presented in Table 1.
497 The results of our logit analysis of the probability of being located are presented

25
498 in Table 2. Each of the parameter estimates is of the expected sign, and they all
499 are statistically significant. The interaction between the prior year return and IRP
500 income dummies is negative and rather large, indicating that having access to IRP
501 information only modestly improves the odds of locating an individual when there

26
502 is already a record of a prior year return.

468 Table 2
a469 Results of estimation — probability of being located

470
471 Variable Estimate t-statistic
472
473 Constant 21.1577 277.46
474 Prior yr. filer 2.4027 3.83
475 IRP income 2.8288 75.19
476 Prior yr. filer*IRP income 22.6725 24.12
477 Spouse 1.9070 16.26
478 Age 65 0.2434 8.71
479

a480 Number of observations: 23 283; value of log-likelihood function: 211 124.8.

483
25481 The analysis incorporates the sampling weights, which make the observations representative of the

482 overall population of individuals who did not file a return.
26484 For example, the probability of locating a single individual under 65 years of age rises from 77.6

485 percent to 80.2 percent when IRP information also becomes available.
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504 Table 3
a505 Observed and predicted outcomes of search for nonfilers

506
507 Observed Predicted Total
508
509 L 5 0 L5 1
510
511 L 5 0 31.5 million 6.6 million 38.1 million
512 L 5 1 10.0 million 40.4 million 50.4 million

513 Total 41.5 million 46.9 million 88.4 million
514

a 2515 Pseudo R : 0.3008.

520 Table 3 provides some measures of model fit. Overall, our logit specification
521 performs well, correctly classifying over 80 percent of all located and unlocated

2 27
522 individuals. The pseudo-R for the specification is a respectable 30 percent.

523 5.2. The decision whether to file

524 In the second stage of our analysis, we estimate the remaining parameters of our
525 model using a data sample containing information on both filers and located
526 nonfilers. These estimates are based on the conditional likelihood function
527 presented in Eqs. (19) and (20). In addition to the constant term, the following
528 variables are included as regressors (X ) for the filing decision:F

530 1. Prior Yr. Filer Dummy variable equal to one if the individual filed a 1987
531 income tax return; zero otherwise.
532 2. Filing Burden: An IRS estimate of the number of hours required to complete
533 the tax return.
534 3. Filing Threshold: A dummy variable equal to one if the individual’s gross
535 income is within 5 percent of the filing threshold level for his age and filing
536 status; zero otherwise.
537 4. Burden*Threshold: Interaction between the above two variables.
538 5. State Tax: Dummy variable equal to one for residence in a jurisdiction with a
539 state-level income tax; zero otherwise.
540 6. Business Income: Dummy variable equal to one if Schedule C (business)
541 income or loss is present; zero otherwise.
542 7. Farm Income: Dummy variable equal to one if the Schedule F (farm) income
543 or loss is present; zero otherwise.
544 8. Professional: Dummy variable equal to one if the individual is a professional;

519
27516 This measure is computed as 1 2 ln L / ln L , where ln L is the value of the log-likelihoodV v V

517 function for our model, and ln L is the value of the log-likelihood function when the model isv

518 restricted to have no regressors other than a constant term.
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546 zero otherwise. (This dummy is excluded from the analysis, making this the
547 omitted occupation category.)
548 9. Supervisor: Dummy variable equal to one if the individual is a supervisor or
549 manager; zero otherwise.
550 10.Service /Admin. Support: Dummy variable equal to one if the individual
551 works in a service occupation (including transportation) or provides administra-
552 tive support; zero otherwise.
553 11.Ag. /For. /Fishing Dummy variable equal to one if the individual is employed
554 in an agriculture, forestry, or fishing occupation; zero otherwise.
555 12.Mechanic /Helper: Dummy variable equal to one if the individual is a
556 mechanic, helper, or handler; zero otherwise.
557 13.Constr. /Extrac. /Prod.: Dummy variable equal to one if the individual works
558 in a construction, extraction, or production occupation; zero otherwise.
559 14.Military: Dummy variable equal to one if the individual works in the military;
560 zero otherwise.
561 15.Other: Dummy variable equal to one if the individual doesn’t work in any of
562 the above occupations; zero otherwise.
563 16.Age 65: Dummy variable equal to one if the individual’s age is 65 or greater;
564 zero otherwise.
565 17.Married: Dummy variable equal to one if the individual’s filing status is
566 married joint return; zero otherwise.
567 18.[ Dependents: Number of dependents.
568 19.Unemployment Income: Dummy variable equal to one if the individual
569 received unemployment income; zero otherwise.
570 20.AGI: Adjusted gross income divided by $100 000. (If AGI is negative, AGI is
571 set equal to zero.)

9572 21.Locatability: Index of the likelihood of being located (equal to b X in Eq.L L

573 (14)).

574 The variables related to income, occupation, and filing status were based on the
575 examiner-determined values rather than those originally reported by the taxpayer.
576 Due to noncompliance, the former are likely to be more representative of the true
577 values of these variables.
578 As discussed in Section 2, the decision whether to file a return should depend on
579 an individual’s past filing behavior, the burden associated with filing, the
580 opportunities for successfully underreporting income, and the chances of being
581 caught and penalized for not filing. The dummy variable for the presence of a 1987
582 tax return is included to account for the individual’s past filing history. As a
583 measure of the filing burden, we employ an IRS formula to estimate the number of
584 hours it would take to complete a tax return given the sources of the individual’s
585 income and deductions. We also include a dummy variable for whether an
586 individual’s income is close to the filing threshold and an interaction between the
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598 burden measure and the threshold dummy. Our intuition is that an individual may
599 elect not to file if his income is only marginally above the threshold, particularly if

28
600 his return is difficult to complete.
601 The dummy variable for residence in a jurisdiction with a state income tax
602 might be expected to have a positive association with filing a return. To the extent
603 that such states also have nonfiler detection programs and share information with
604 the federal government, an individual from a state with its own tax may perceive a
605 greater risk of penalty for not filing. It is difficult to predict the sign on the
606 business and farm income dummies a priori. An individual with these sources of
607 income may have relatively good opportunities for underreporting income if he
608 files. On the other hand, to the extent that his income from these sources is

29
609 ‘off-the-books’, he may have relatively good opportunities for not filing as well.
610 We control for the influence of a variety of occupations on the filing decision. We
611 also control for a number of demographic characteristics, including age (whether
612 age 65 or over), marital status, number of dependents, receipt of unemployment
613 insurance, and income. The final explanatory variable is an index of the likelihood
614 that an individual could be located if he were to become a nonfiler. We anticipate
615 that this variable will have a positive relationship with the filing decision.
616 As discussed in Section 3, at least one regressor from the first stage of our
617 analysis (for the probability of being located) must be excluded from our filing
618 equation to identify the parameters of this equation. We have excluded the two
619 terms from the first stage that involve the presence of income subject to third-party

30
620 information reporting. Our assumption is that third-party information reports
621 influence the filing decision only indirectly, by raising the likelihood that the

31
622 individual will be located and apprehended if he chooses not to file. The
623 weighted mean values of all regressors in our data sample for the second stage are
624 presented in Table 4. The table includes both the means based on the overall
625 sample and the means based on the subsample of located nonfilers.
626 Table 5 presents the results of our analysis of the decision whether to file an
627 income tax return. In addition to providing the estimated parameter values and
628 associated t-statistics, we have included estimates of the marginal effect for each
629 variable on the unconditional probability of filing. These estimates reflect the

591
28588 Taxpayers may be able to reduce their filing burden by paying a tax practitioner to complete their

589 returns. Refer to Erard (1997) for an analysis of the decision to use a tax preparer and its consequences
590 for reporting compliance.

29592 As discussed by Simon and Witte (1982) it is commonly believed that individuals with substantial
593 ‘off the books’ income are disproportionately represented among the nonfiler population.

30594 Specifically, these terms are IRP Income and Prior Yr. Filer*IRP Income.
31595 The Spouse dummy variable in the first stage equation also differs somewhat from the Married

596 dummy variable in the filer equation, because the former variable is based on information from the
597 previous year’s records.
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631 Table 4
632 Mean values of second stage regressors
633
634 Variable Weighted mean Weighted mean
635 overall sample ghost subsample
636
637 PRIOR YR. FILER 0.9177 0.2474
638 IRP income 0.9837 0.8053
639 Pri. yr. filer*IRP Inc. 0.9116 0.2350
640 Spouse 0.4148 0.1614
641 Age 65 0.1022 0.0743
642 Filing burden 14.103 13.406
643 Filing threshold 0.0807 0.3167
644 Burden*threshold 0.7000 3.3129
645 State tax 0.8144 0.8123
646 Business income 0.1474 0.3040
647 Farm income 0.0250 0.0095
648 Supervisor 0.1092 0.0893
649 Service /admin. suppt. 0.2288 0.2035
650 Ag. / for. /fishing 0.0218 0.0152
651 Mechanic /helper 0.0958 0.2271
652 Constr. / extrac. /prod. 0.1307 0.0639
653 Military 0.0517 0.0065
654 Other 0.2425 0.2729
655 Married 0.4983 0.2951
656 [Dependents 0.6572 0.4731
657 Unempl. income 0.0749 0.0457
658 AGI 0.3184 0.1732
659 Locatability 2.2098 1.4124
660

668 marginal change in the probability of filing a return in response to a one unit
32

669 increase in a given variable, holding all other variables fixed.
670 The marginal effect for a given variable will tend to vary according to the
671 values of the regressors being held fixed. For this reason, two separate sets of
672 marginal effects are provided. The first set is computed using the weighted mean
673 values of the variables over the entire sample. The second set is computed using
674 the weighted mean values of the variables over the subsample of nonfilers. Thus,
675 the first set will provide an indication of the marginal effect for an individual with
676 the average characteristics of the overall population, while the second will provide

667
32661 The unconditional filing probability is:

9 9 9 9exp b X 1 (1 1 a)b X 1 K 1 exp b X 1 ab Xs d s dF F L L F F L L
]]]]]]]]]]]]]]]]663 .

9 9 9 9 91 1 exp b X 1 exp b X 1 ab X 1 exp b X 1 (1 1 a)b X 1 Ks ds d s dL L F F L L F F L L

9665 The value of b X is held constant in the computation of the marginal effects of all variables other thanL L

666 the index, itself.
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678 Table 5
a679 Results of estimation — probability of filing

680
681 Variable Parameter t-statistic Marginal t-statistic Marginal t-statistic
682 estimate effect at effect at
683 full sample ghost
684 mean subsample
685 mean
686
687 Constant 210.208 215.858
688 Prior yr. filer 4.036 22.133 0.3586 11.295 0.5986 15.719
689 Filing burden 0.005 0.385 0.0001 0.382 0.0012 0.385
690 Filing threshold 0.147 0.632 0.0019 0.247 0.0344 0.235
691 Burden*threshold 20.094 22.143 20.0013 22.146 20.0223 22.190
692 State tax 20.168 20.935 20.0022 20.992 20.0391 20.938
693 Business income 21.424 25.458 20.0347 23.178 20.3388 25.704
694 Farm income 20.212 20.458 0.0033 0.415 20.0511 20.449
695 Supervisor 20.477 22.634 20.0161 24.381 20.1440 23.916
696 Service /admin. suppt. 0.612 2.453 0.0058 2.099 0.1538 3.040
697 Ag. / for. /fishing 1.075 2.254 0.0082 2.754 0.2034 2.875
698 Mechanic /helper 20.852 23.576 20.0291 23.784 20.2850 25.686
699 Constr. / extrac. /prod 1.241 4.409 0.0111 6.375 0.2425 5.655
700 Military 20.376 20.977 20.0123 21.334 20.1072 21.185
701 Other 0.281 1.060 0.0005 0.140 0.0710 1.227
702 Age 65 20.659 22.513 20.0121 22.027 20.1617 22.490
703 Married 20.030 20.171 20.0004 20.171 20.0072 20.170
704 [ Dependents 0.076 1.058 0.0011 1.039 0.0180 1.057
705 Unempl. income 20.664 23.925 20.0124 23.063 20.1634 23.892
706 AGI 20.017 20.456 20.0002 20.457 20.0040 20.456
707 Locatability 0.435 2.822 0.0061 2.923 0.1029 2.705
708 K 10.055 22.747
709

a710 The marginal effect represents the change in filing probability for a 1 unit increase in an
711 explanatory variable. In the case of a dummy variable, it represents the change in filing probability
712 when the dummy value shifts from zero to one; for an occupation dummy, the effect is computed as the
713 change in filing probability from when the dummy equals zero and the other occupation dummies are
714 evaluated at the sample mean values to when the dummy equals one and all other occupation dummies
715 set equal to zero. (The omitted occupation is Professional.) Number of observations: 15 489; value of
716 log-likelihood: 21648.1.

726 an indication of the marginal effect for an individual with the average characteris-
33

727 tics of the ghost population.
728 As expected, there is substantial persistence in filing behavior. An individual

725
33717 For a given occupation dummy variable, this marginal effect is computed by taking the difference

718 between the probability of filing when that occupation dummy is equal to one, the remaining
719 occupation dummies are all zero, and the other variables are held at their mean values, and the
720 probability of filing when that occupation dummy is zero and the other occupation dummies and all
721 other variables are held at their mean values. The marginal effects for the non-occupation dummies are
722 computed as the difference between the probability of filing when the dummy is equal to one and all
723 other variables are held at their mean values and the probability of filing when the dummy is equal to
724 zero and all other variables are held at their mean values.
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734 who filed in the previous year is very likely to file in the current year. The first set
735 of marginal results (based on the overall sample variable means) indicates that
736 having filed last year increases the probability of filing this year by 36 percent. The
737 second set of marginal results (based on the nonfiler subsample variable means)
738 indicates that having filed previously raises the chances of filing in the current year
739 by 60 percent! As discussed in Section 2, one explanation for the observed
740 persistence in filing behavior is that a change in behavior might serve as a signal to
741 the tax authority that enforcement action is warranted. For example, if an
742 individual with no previous filing history completes a return, this may prompt the
743 tax authority to investigate whether previous returns also should have been filed.
744 Similarly, if an individual has routinely filed in previous years, the tax authority
745 may find it suspicious if he should suddenly stop filing. An alternative interpreta-
746 tion of the observed persistence of filing behavior is that filing is a learned
747 responsibility. Under this interpretation, some individuals fail to file simply
748 because they are unaware of their filing obligation. It follows that if they should
749 learn of their obligation, they will begin filing returns and continue doing so in

34
750 future years.
751 The estimated marginal effects for the burden and threshold variables are
752 statistically insignificant. However, the marginal effect for the interaction between
753 these variables is negative and significant. For an individual whose income is near
754 the filing threshold, the estimated marginal effect of a 1 h increase in the time
755 necessary to complete a return is about a two percent rise in the probability of

35
756 filing (based on the sample mean characteristics of the ghost population). One
757 interpretation of this finding is that the burden of completing a return serves as a
758 deterrent to filing for individuals with relatively low income (and hence, relatively
759 low tax liability). An alternative interpretation is that individuals with low income
760 are relatively less likely to be aware of their filing obligation or invest in learning
761 about it. Under this interpretation, the measure of filing burden may be thought of
762 as a proxy for the transparency of the individual’s filing obligation. In other words,
763 filing requirements may seem more obvious under simpler tax circumstances (i.e.,
764 when the filing burden is low). Consequently, low income individuals with low
765 measures of tax burden may be relatively more likely to file than low income
766 individuals with more complex tax circumstances.
767 Individuals with business income are relatively less likely to file a return.
768 Among the different occupation categories, mechanics and helpers are the least
769 likely to file (other factors equal). Presumably, their income is more easily
770 concealed than that of workers in many other occupations (e.g., Professionals).
771 Perhaps surprisingly, the results indicate that individuals employed in construction,
772 extraction, and production are the most likely to file.
773 The elderly and the unemployed are relatively less likely to file. However, the

731
34730 We thank a Referee for pointing out this alternative interpretation.
35732 The estimated marginal effect remains at about two percent if one restricts the coefficients for the

733 burden and threshold variables to zero.
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791 other demographic controls (marital status, number of dependents, and adjusted
36

792 gross income) are not significantly related to the filing decision.
793 The estimated coefficient of the index for the likelihood that an individual can
794 be located is positive and significant. A one unit increase in this index, evaluated
795 at the weighted mean value of the index for the ghost population, results in an 11.4
796 percent increase in the likelihood of being located. The estimated marginal effect
797 of 10.3 percent is therefore quite large, suggesting nearly a one-to-one relationship
798 between the likelihood of being located and the probability of filing.
799 The estimated value of parameter K, which measures the strength of the
800 correlation between the probability of filing and the probability of being located is
801 also positive and significant. This indicates that unobserved factors which make an
802 individual easier to locate also tend to make him likely to file.
803 Table 6 provides some measures of the fit of our specification for the likelihood
804 that an individual will file a return. About 95 percent of the individuals in our
805 weighted sample filed a 1988 federal income tax return. The model correctly
806 classifies all but one percent of these individuals as filers. Not surprisingly, the
807 model also classifies a number of the nonfilers in our sample as filers. However,
808 the model does demonstrate a significant amount of discriminatory power. About

2
809 43 percent of the nonfilers are correctly classified, and the pseudo-R for the
810 specification is 45.2 percent.
811 The results from our structural model rely on the validity of our exclusion
812 restrictions; specifically, the exclusion of the variables relating to the presence of
813 third-party information reports from the filing equation. As discussed previously,
814 we have assumed that these variables only indirectly affect the filing decision
815 through their impact on the likelihood that one will be located if he chooses not to
816 file. To examine the sensitivity of our results to this identifying assumption, we
817 have estimated the reduced form version of our model. In this version, our index
818 for the likelihood of being located is replaced as a regressor in the filing equation

775 Table 6
a776 Observed and predicted filing outcomes

777
778 Observed Predicted Total
779
780 F50 F51
781
782 F50 2.0 million 2.7 million 4.7 million
783 F51 0.8 million 91.7 million 92.5 million

784 Total 2.8 million 94.4 million 97.2 million
785

a 2786 Pseudo R : 0.4520.

790
36787 Observe that income does play an indirect role in the filing decision through the burden-filing

788 threshold interaction term. As noted previously, filing by individuals with income near the threshold is
789 sensitive to the level of burden they face in completing their returns.
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823 with the third-party information report variables. Not surprisingly, we find that
824 the likelihood of filing increases when third-party information reports are
825 available. The estimated marginal effects of the remaining regressors on the
826 likelihood of filing are quite similar to the estimated effects of these variables in
827 our structural specification. Thus, regardless whether the risk of being located is
828 given a direct or an indirect role in the filing decision, our main findings seem to
829 be robust.

830 6. Filer and nonfiler characteristics

831 In this section we employ the results of our econometric analysis to generate
832 statistics on nonfiler income, adjustment, and deduction characteristics. We
833 compare these statistics with the corresponding values from the filer population.
834 We provide separate estimates for the ‘locatable’ ghost and overall ghost
835 populations. The former population is defined as the set of ghosts who would be
836 located if an intensive search were performed by the IRS for all potential nonfilers.
837 The latter is defined as the entire ghost population, including those ghosts who
838 would not be located through an intensive search. To generalize our located
839 nonfiler results to the overall ghost population, we adjust the sample weights for
840 located nonfilers using the first-stage probability estimates from the two-stage
841 analysis of Section 5. Specifically, the original sample weight for each located
842 nonfiler is divided by the logit-based estimate of the probability that the individual
843 would be located. Our statistics for the overall ghost population are then computed
844 based on the adjusted weights. Our statistics for the filer population are based on a
845 weighted analysis of the complete TCMP Phase III Survey data file, excluding
846 those taxpayers who were not required to submit a return. Again, the statistics are
847 computed using the examiner-determined values for the relevant variables.
848 Table 7 summarizes income and deductions for filers, locatable ghosts, and all
849 ghosts. Relative to ghosts, filers tend to have substantially larger incomes. For
850 example, their total income before adjustments is on average over two and
851 one-half times larger than that of nonfilers. Taxable income for filers represents
852 68.8 percent of total income before adjustments. For ghosts, taxable income
853 represents 71 percent of total income before adjustments, indicating that nonfilers
854 have relatively fewer offsets to income. Intuitively, ghosts have little incentive to
855 participate in tax planning. Similarly, nonfilers are relatively less likely to have
856 itemized deductions in excess of the standard deduction threshold. Interestingly,
857 though, among those ghosts whose deductions exceed the threshold, the average
858 total deduction is actually larger than that of filers who itemize. Table 7 also

822
37820 In the reduced form specification, the spousal dummy variable also enters as a regressor in this

821 equation.
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860 Table 7
a861 Mean income and deductions for filers and ghosts, tax year 1988

862
863 Filers Ghosts
864
865 Locatable All
866
867 Mean total income (before adjustments) $32 376 $15 974 $12 448
868 Mean taxable income $22 276 $11 349 $8838
869 Percentage of itemizers 32.12% 9.66% 6.63%
870 Mean total deductions among itemizers $11 832 $13 061 $12 911
871

a872 Statistics weighted to be representative of all filers who are required to file, all locatable ghosts, and
873 all ghosts, respectively.

898 indicates that income is on average larger for locatable ghosts than for the overall
899 ghost population. However, their mean income is still only about half that of filers.
900 Table 8 displays income, adjustment, and itemized deduction amounts as a
901 percentage of total income before adjustments for filers, locatable ghosts, and all
902 ghosts. Wages and salaries, interest, dividends, and pension income make up a
903 much more substantial share of total income for filers than nonfilers, while
904 business income and net capital gains receipts are relatively more important for
905 nonfilers. The findings for wages and salaries and business income reflect the fact
906 that the ghost population includes a disproportionate share of self-employed
907 individuals. The findings for interest, dividends, and pension income may reflect
908 an aversion by nonfilers to leaving a paper trail. A possible explanation for the

874 Table 8
a875 Income and offsets as a percentage of total income for filers and ghosts, tax year 1988

876
877 Filers Ghosts
878
879 Locatable All
880
881 Income items
882 Wages and salaries 72.73% 61.56% 69.89%
883 Taxable interest 5.78% 4.87% 4.34%
884 Dividends 2.29% 0.64% 0.58%
885 Taxable pensions 4.24% 2.92% 2.55%
886 Taxable soc. sec. 0.48% 0.17% 0.15%
887 Unemployment comp. 0.37% 0.54% 0.49%
888 Net business (Sch. C) 5.17% 20.85% 14.27%
889 Net farm (Sch. F) 0.11% 0.54% 0.51%
890 Net cap. gains (Sch. D) 4.77% 10.75% 10.05%
891 Net. supplemental (Sch. E) 2.24% 0.08% 0.07%
892 All other 1.82% 22.92% 22.90%

893 Total adjustments 0.82% 0.40% 0.34%

894 Total itemized deductions 11.74% 7.90% 6.85%
895

a896 Statistics weighted to be representative of all filers who are required to file, all locatable ghosts, and
897 all ghosts, respectively.
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920 capital gains finding is that nonfilers have relatively less incentive to offset taxable
921 capital gains with capital losses. Perhaps for similar reasons, discretionary
922 adjustments and itemized deductions tend to be relatively less important as a share
923 of total income for nonfilers than they are for filers.

924 7. Net tax liability

925 We have used our adjusted sample weights for located nonfilers to generate an
38

926 estimate of the net tax liability of the overall ghost population. The results
927 indicate that ghosts were responsible for approximately $5 billion in unpaid
928 income taxes for tax year 1988, after accounting for tax prepayments such as taxes
929 withheld and estimated tax payments they had made. Approximately 43 percent of
930 all nonfilers made at least some form of prepayment, compared to 93 percent of
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931 filers. Overall, prepayments by nonfilers covered about half of their aggregate
932 income tax liability.
933 Not all individuals who are required to file a return owe taxes. In fact, our
934 estimates indicate that 29 percent of all ghosts had no tax liability for tax year
935 1988. Moreover, we estimate that 22.2 percent of the overall nonfiler population
936 for this year would have been entitled to a refund if they had filed a return. The
937 median size of this refund would have been $407, a figure which presumably
938 exceeded the burden of filing in many cases. It therefore seems plausible that some
939 of these nonfilers were unaware of the magnitude of the refund to which they were
940 entitled.
941 In addition to the $5 billion in aggregate unpaid income taxes, our estimates
942 indicate that nonfilers owed approximately $2.8 billion in self-employment taxes.
943 Our estimates tend to understate the true unpaid tax liability of ghosts, because
944 even experienced examiners are unable to uncover all income that has gone
945 unreported. In its most recent tax gap report (U.S. Internal Revenue Service,
946 1996), the IRS has used an approach similar to ours to estimate the nonfiler tax

40
947 gap. However, its estimate includes a sizeable adjustment that attempts to
948 account for any income that might not have been detected during the audits. The
949 official IRS estimate of nonfiler net income tax liability (excluding self-employ-

912
38910 The estimate accounts both for ghosts who would be located if an intensive search and audit

911 process were carried out and ghosts who would not be located.
39913 Approximately 41 percent of nonfilers had at least some income taxes withheld, while 4.3 percent

914 made at least one installment payment of estimated taxes. The comparable figures for filers are 86.8
915 percent and 12.2 percent, respectively.

40916 In the preliminary stage of our research, we employed a probit analysis of the probability an
917 individual could be located rather than a logit analysis. The results were quite similar. The IRS
918 employed our probit analysis in generating its tax gap estimates using a somewhat different weighting
919 scheme than that employed in this study.
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954 ment taxes) for tax year 1988 amounts to $11 billion after adjusting for undetected
955 noncompliance. No official estimate is available for understated self-employment
956 taxes.
957 The estimated size of the ghost population based on our approach is 7.9

41
958 million. The IRS estimate of the tax gap for the 110 million filers of tax year
959 1988 returns is $73 billion. Thus, while we find that the number of ghosts is only
960 about 7 percent (i.e., 7.9 /110) as large as the number of filers, the nonfiler tax gap
961 is approximately 15 percent (i.e., 11 /73) as large as the filer tax gap.
962 As discussed previously, even an intensive search by the IRS was unable to
963 locate all potential nonfilers. However, as shown in Table 7, locatable nonfilers
964 tend to have higher incomes (and hence, higher tax liabilities) than ghosts who
965 cannot be located. In fact, our results (based on detected net tax liabilities) indicate
966 that approximately 82 percent of the overall nonfiler tax gap is attributable to
967 locatable nonfilers.

968 8. Conclusion

969 Nonfilers have been a neglected group in theoretical and empirical research on
970 tax compliance. Much of this neglect has been due to the lack of reliable
971 information about their characteristics, a problem so severe that nonfilers are
972 sometimes referred to as ‘ghosts’ by academics and policy-makers. This study
973 provides important evidence on the characteristics of nonfilers and the taxes for
974 which they are liable. We find that nonfiling is more prevalent among self-
975 employed individuals and within occupations where income may be more easily
976 concealed from the tax authority, such as mechanics and helpers. In addition, for
977 taxpayers with incomes near the filing threshold, the burden associated with
978 completing a return appears to serve as a deterrent to filing. Thus, initiatives that
979 reduce the burden of filing (such as existing taxpayer assistance programs and
980 simplified tax returns) may encourage individuals with relatively low incomes to
981 file. Moreover, to the extent that the failure to file is due to an ignorance of the tax
982 laws (and even of potential tax refund opportunities), programs to educate
983 individuals about filing requirements may be useful. Our results indicate that there
984 is substantial persistence in filing behavior. Thus, once a ghost is brought into the
985 system, he is likely to remain in the system.
986 Identifying ghosts and encouraging them to file is a challenging task. The results
987 of this study indicate that only 57 percent of the potential nonfiler population could
988 be located through an intensive search. However, locatable nonfilers apparently
989 account for a disproportionate share of all unpaid taxes. Thus, a substantial portion
990 of the nonfiler tax gap is at least potentially collectable. The extent to which it is

953
41951 This is a return-based estimate, meaning that it represents the number of returns that should have

952 been filed but were not.
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992 cost-effective and/or socially desirable to search out nonfilers and recover taxes is
993 an important question for future research.
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